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AN IS/ISO 9001 CERTIFIED COMPANY



FINOLEX HALOGARD HFFR 4.0 SQ mm 1100 V

The Finolex Group is one of India’s leading industrial groups and has interests spanning over several areas such as power, communications, petrochemicals and 

agriculture. The group has its own manufacturing units for vital raw materials like electrolytic grade Copper, manufactured at Goa and PVC resin at its group 

company - Finolex Industries Ltd. at Ratnagiri (Maharashtra).

Finolex Cables Limited, an IS/ISO 9001 accredited company, is the flagship company of the Finolex Group. As India’s leading manufacturer of electrical and 

communications cables, it offers Total Electrical Solution with products like various types of electrical cables with Copper or Aluminum Conductor, Communication 

Cables (LAN, Co-axial, Optic Fibre), High Voltage Power Cables, 'Finoglow'- Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL), EC grade Copper Rods, PVC Sheets and a wide 

range of Electrical Switches serving the needs of sectors like construction, automotive, agriculture, communication, power and other industrial sectors.

Finolex Cables Ltd., has four manufacturing facilities viz. at Pimpri (Pune), Urse (near Pune), Verna (Goa), and at Roorkee (Uttarakhand). 

THE FINOLEX GROUP

‘HALOGARD’ SINGLE CORE, UNSHEATHED HALOGEN FREE FLAME RETARDANT (HFFR) 
INSULATED CABLES IN VOLTAGE GRADE 1100 V

   Nominal Thickness Approx.   

 area of of Overall   
Conductor Insulation Diameter  In Conduit/ Unenclosed-Clipped  

   (Nom.) Trunking Directly to a Surface 
      
 Sq. mm mm mm Amps Amps 

 1.0 0.7 2.6 11 12 18.10

 1.5 0.7 2.9 13 16 12.10

 2.5 0.8 3.6 18 22 7.41

 4.0 0.8 4.0 24 29 4.95

 6.0 0.8 4.5 31 37 3.30
.

Standard Colours : Black, Red, Blue, Yellow and Green (for earthing).  Supplied in 90 metre 
lengths in attractive cartons.

Safety is very critical and important aspect in all the electrical wire installations. It is observed that accidents like fire are mainly caused due to electrical sparking at 

the point of termination / jointing of the cables. This is mainly because of sudden overloading of the cables for the short duration of time causing sparks thereby. 

"Halogard" wires are highly recommended for installations like high rise buildings, shopping malls, multiplexes, airports, underground metro railways, high 

security areas, etc. which have high density of people and require the highest standard of safety. In case of fire, "Halogard" wires retard fire and do not support the 

burning at normal room temperature due to its high oxygen index value. They also emit very low amount of smoke and practically nil Hydrochloric Acid Gas during 

fire. This makes evacuation of the people easier and can avoid major damages. Also due to its low acid gas emission property, the valuable equipments like 

computers, electronic devices etc. are protected from corrosion and pose lesser health hazards to the people.

Finolex make "Halogard" wires are manufactured with flexible annealed bare copper conductor insulated with specially formulated high quality virgin HFFR 

compound by the process of extrusion on state-of-the-art machines and are subjected to regular quality checks at each stage of manufacturing like raw material, in 

process and final testing. They have long and trouble free life and hence are highly reliable.

Salient HFFR Properties:

IS 10810 Part 58

As per IS 10810 Part 58

IEC 60502-2

As per IS 10810 Part 63

All information given herein is in good faith. Finolex shall not be liable for any damages arising out of incorrect use or interpretation.  The Company reserves the right to change any of the above specifications without any prior notice.

For technical literature please contact our Branch Offices:

Ahmedabad: Tel: 079-26584637, 26575639 | Bangalore: Tel: 080 25320176 | 

Bhubaneshwar: Tel: 0674-2530053 | Chennai: Tel: 044-28231514, 28284142 | 

Chandigarh: Tel: 0172-5076631, 2637334 | Cochin: Tel: 0484-2408930, 2408492 | 

Coimbatore: Tel: 0422-2333939/40 | Dharwad: Tel: 0836-2746440 | Goa: Tel: 0832-

2782003, 2782065 | Gurgaon: Tel: 0124-4382304 | Guwahati: Tel: 0361-2490067 | 

Indore: Tel: 0731-2802646 | Jaipur: Tel : 0141-2332526/29 | Kolkata: Tel: 033-

24192494, 24192495 | Lucknow: Tel: 0522-2439815, 4035031 | Ludhiana: Tel: 0161-

2804005| Mumbai: Tel: 022-22873252, 22820062 | New Delhi: Tel: 011-23324748, 

23353160 | Patna: Tel: 0612-2589835 | Pune: Tel: 020-27475963, 27506200 | Raipur: 

Tel: 0771-2885595 | Ranchi: Tel: 0651-2284758 | Roorkee: Tel: 01332-224068 | 

Secunderabad: Tel: 040-27721224, 27811161 | Vijayawada, Vadodara, Pondicherry.

In order to derive maximum benefit and utilisation of our products, we advise that these products are stored, installed and commissioned as per the norms prevailing in the place of installation.
When decommissioned, these should be disposed using appropriate methods/process specified in respective state / location of use so as not to affect the environment adversely.
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Current Carrying Capacity
2 Cables, Single Phase

Conductor Resistance
 (Max.) Per Km 

0
@20 C

 
Ohms


